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The actual mechanism for ground/surface source of HONO is still up for debate, and high-
quality flux measurements will aid in answering this question. The work by von der
Heyden et al, describes an adapted LOPAP system for determining HONO fluxes by REA. In
my opinion, the authors have done an good job describing the instrument, calculations
and have provided a number of lab and field tests to validate the instrument for
measuring fluxes. I especially appreciated how the authors listed some of the problems
encountered related to flow rates and inlet pressure between the different channels and
the solutions in section 3.2. It was refreshing to see, as presenting this sort of information
will help other solve similar problems in the future.

I would have liked to see more characterization or validation on the effect of having an
80cm inlet before the stripping coil on the measured HONO. HONO formation on inlet
surfaces is well known, as the authors state in the text, and this inlet in my opinion
reduces one of the advantages of a normal LOPAP system (i.e. the very short inlet prior to
sampling). While the authors attempted to mitigate it by covering it in foil, I would have
liked to have seen some experimental validation that this inlet wont lead to a bias in the
measured HONO, rather than just stating that the small residence time means it won’t
matter.

Overall, this manuscript is well written, clearly presented and will be of interest to many in
the community.

Minor Comments

Line 25: As you state in section 5.3, much of your discussion on potential HONO sources is
speculative. I am not sure you can claim these HONO formation mechanism are minor.



Line 140: there have been more recent instrument intercomparisons comparing HONO
measurements from the LOPAP to other instruments (Crilley et al., 2019; Pinto et al.,
2014), which indicate that there can be significant variability in the reported measured
values of HONO between the LOPAP and other established techniques . This should be
indicated here.

Figure 1: Why does stripping coil for channel 3 only have one coil? Wouldn’t it be better if
you also quantified the interferences in this coil as well? 

Line 311-319: I struggled to follow the explanation for the corrections applied for dilution
during REA measurements. This may be better presented as equation. Furthermore, it
wasn’t clear to me channel 3 was treated differently to channel 1 and 2.

Line 319: what is HONO sampling efficiency of the stripping coils? I couldn’t find that
value in the text.
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